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CHAPTER = T 

INTRODUCTION 
  

1.1. Purchasing :; A Crucial Function of the Orzanization : 

Purchasing is an essential function té carry out the activities of 

any organization. Especially, in the industrial context where the environ- 

mental conditions and the internal problem of an organization are subject to 

2 high degree of uncertainty, purchasing becomes one of the major cost 

saving activities. Eventhough purchasing in anticipation of future consump- 

tion very often leads to idle resources For 9. certain period of time, it is 

important to note that,on the other hand, bottlenecks may be created in 

business activities, if adequate purchaseé are not made at the right time. 

Again, in the context of price flwctuation coupled with trend and cycle, 

the cost of production my be high if sdequate purchases are not made of right 

prices, The cost of production may be high also if right quality of materials 

Gre not purchased, As such, identification of vendors and development of 

these vendors become one of the m jor peripherel 2ctivities not only for the 

purchasing department; but also for the organization as a whole, where policy 

implications may be involved, 

In addition, @ince purchasing involved use of working capital, the 

amount spent towards purchasing must have conformity with financial and 

production goals of the organizetion. Thus purchasing function is an 

integral part of the overall operations of the orgenization. This function 

may have its ow tactical objectives for carrying out day to day activities



but it must have goals which are common with the goals of other functions 

and these must be understood by everybody in the orsenization. 

In order to be more explicit about the statements we have made above 

it is probably advisable to review the essential characteristics of an 

@senizetion. According to Ackoff [27 an organization is a purposeful 

as 
system with fou essential characteristics. These 2reifollows : 

a) The major components of en Orsenization are human beings who 

deelg with mterials, money, and mchine, 

Þ) ho
 esponsibility for choices from the set of activities is divided 

amon= t=o or more individuals and/or groups of individuals. 

c) The fumctiomlly distiict subgroups are awere of each other's 

choices through communication or observation. 

th
 A subsroup (or tots] group) of individuals in the system has a 

control function; it compares achieved outcomes with desired 

outcomes and makes adjustment in the system intended to reduce 

the observed difference. 

The control function is normally exercised by an executive body which 

operates on a feedback principle, 

For the sake of convenience in operation following the traditional 

classifications, the classes of activities and (hence) the subsroups my be 

 



divided into functional department like personnel, finance, purchase, 

production am marketing. 

Top Manacement 

  

| 
Personnel Finance Purchase Production Marketing 

The tactical objectives of each of the departments, taken separately 

my be different but there must be 2 common goal. And this must be achieved 

through a coordinating agency called Top Management which Co-ordinates and 

controls the activities of each department so that goals of each department 

are congruent with goals of other departments and top management as a whole. 

In this regard purchasing is no legs an important function when compared to 

other functions of the organizetion. In fact, in many successful companies 

in India today; whdse. products have high raw material input, the purchasing 

function is directly looked after by top management.



1.2. The Purchasing Activities of an Organization : 

The purchasing activities can be broadly classified as follows: [ 287 

  

  

  

      

  
  

Purchase 

F— 1 : } 
Trading ; Consumption Conversion Equipment 

(materials far re- (materials for (materials far (materials for use in 
sale purposes) consumption of* manufacture) producing other goods 

use purposes) and services i.e. equi- 
pment machinery and 
capital goods) 

Operating Repairs and 
supplies and replacements 

SD Machinery and Plant & 
Equipment invest- 

ment. 

Production or 
conversion goods,   
  

Basic Rawematerials. 

Purchase department has two functions, ———————service function and 

management auxiliary function. The service function includes procuring the 

goods and services that are needed by various department of the organization 

without injecting personal ideas or choices. As a manarement auxiliary 

function, the purchasing department looks after the material phase of the 

orgenization, just as personnel department looks sfter man. The duties of 

a purchasing department in an organizgetion are many. It is best described 

in FE 45 7. Some of the important duties of 4 purchasing department are : 

 



1. Issuing Purchase Order 

2. Negotiating ond Selecting vendors 

3. Analysing bids end prices. 

4. Developing new sources of supply 

5. Determining the time to buy 

6. Determining the quantity to buy 

7. Merket studies and cost enalysis 

8. Inventory control. 

1.3. Objectives of Purchasing ; 

The objectives of purchasing are to get material and equipment of"rigt 

quentity of right quality at right price from right source at right time to 

be delivered ot right pleces," subject to rules and regulations of the 

country. 

To be more specific the purchasing function in order to contribute to 

the reduction of cost of production should be so performed as to minimize 

disruptions in production Feeulting from lack of materisls, equipment or 

supplies with minimum investment in #oservwe inventories. Purchasing 

department must also maintain stendards of quality for the items purchmsed, 

minimize weste, duplications and ene with respect to various items 

purchased, A finel objective of Sound purchasing is the development of 

internal relotionships thet lead to harmony among verious functional areas 

of the org2nizotions  



1.4. Constrzints and Difficulties of Purchasing ; 

Purchesing is a very complex decision process, Purchasing function 

in an organization comprises 211 the ditties necessary to procure mterials, 

services far the orsanization, performs its assigned tasks in concert with 

the efforts of the other functions1 department doing their part in the over- 

all organized efforts. This function hes to be performed under various 

constraints and difficulties, 

The availability of working capital is the most important constraint 

which must be considered befare developing any purchasing policy for the 

organizetion, The various component of working capital are inventéries of 

raw material, semifinished product, finished product and spare parts; Cash, 

debtors and creditors, Top management has a role to play here, It must make 

careful assessment of the availability of working capital and determines its 

share to be allocated to purchasing. 

The selection of the source of supply is another sete” Ade of faced 

by purchase manager, The process by no means $6 © simple one. Its comple- 

xity depends upon the nature of the purchase, Among the many suppliers of 

the product, the purchaser must choose one who can furnish him with optimum 

combination of quality, quantity, price snd supply. Once a good source is 

found, the succeeding orders can be placed economically and with confidence. 

The selection of satisfactory source of supply is also important to the 

intracompany relationships between the purchasing department end using



departments thet ik serves. If goods supplied are of inferior qwlity, 

using department usually want to specify the source of supply, although 

choice of the source of supply is usually left to the purchasing department. 

As 2 result, friction develops 2nd morale of the purchasing depettment suffers 

gerious harm, Aport from these, other points that need to be considered 

while selecting the supplier are (=) ceomaphical location of the supplier, 

(b) provision of discount, #ift by supplier, (c) sample inspection procedure. 

In India many materials are not available when they ere required. 

Some of the materials have to be imported from outside. These points must 

be carefully considered and insurance stock should be maintained for such 

items whose supply position is uncertain. The purchase manarcer must 

understand and should be sble to forecast the trade cycles so that apvropriate 

action may be teken at the beginning, 

Purchasine in economic lot sizes while taking into account the ups and 

downs of price momements ond subject to Government reguletions is another 

difficulty which the purchase manager must consider while developing his 

policy. To take aceount of the price movements while developing a purchasing 

policy, it is necessary to forecast price movements, This is a very diffi- 

cult task 2s prices depend on so. many factors which ere very difficult to 

foresee in advance. Forecasting prices on the basis of past data often 

becomes mislesding.



The difficulties of purchasing is further accentwated by fect that 

purchssing deportment is relsted to other departments of the orcanization, 

For example, purchasing is closely related to production plamning and 

Support” 
inventory control. None con supyey® withoutAfrom the other. The relative 

importance of thege functions to the organization varies from company to 

company. In ® sense inventary control is a link between production planning 

and purchasing, It may be closely connected with one or other or it my be 

remain ss a separate function. Similar interdependence exist between purcha- . 

sing and other department of the orgonizg=tion. 

1.5. A Brief Review of Current Purchasing Practices : 

The generally followed purchasing practices ore (a) Hand to mouth 

buying (b) Forward buying (c) Hedging (d) Rupee-Averaging [137]. [28 7, 

407, Ee 32 7. These ore rewiéwed in chapter - 2 in full detoils, However, 

here we present a brief discussions about these practices in order to show 

that the difficulties in purchosinge os outlined above are not removed by 

following any of these prectices 2nd to establish the need for an inteerated 

system of purchesing, 

(a) Hand to Mouth buying : 

The policy of meeting orsanizotion's minimum need is termed as 

hand to mouth buying. Under this policy there will be no reserve 

stock for such emergency situations like slow delivery, transporta- 

tion deloy or strikes in supplier's plent. This policy has a 

 



  

sreat appeal to the purchasing managers. Under this policy the 

supplier has to bear ail the storace and handling costs and 

Iago} ev>ents Bac, It is = goo plier wha prive is oth ne A 

or when new production methods or new models are going to be 

introduced. 

(b) Forward buying : 

5, 

This policy includes 9211 purchasing in excess of minimum stock 

to keep the plant running on the basis of normal .output and 

average delivery times, This does not include purchases for 

speculative purpose. Some of the common objectives of forward 

buying =re ;: 

To provide 4 m-rgin of insurance against interrupted operations. 

To purchase in larse enough quentities to earn quantity discounts. 

To purchase in economical transportation units. 

To protect the company asinst the risks of shortages of 

meteriols, 

To secure materials of desired hualities when they ere available. 

There are three types of forward buying. These are (i) Purchases 

that -re made to supply only a definite production schedule, usually based 

on sales forecast and sound inventory policy. 

 



  

(ii) Purchases that ere made in anticipation of future unscheduled 

pr oductione 

(iii)Speculation on commodity markets, 

(c) Hedging : 

In simplest term hedging means entering simulteneously into two 

transactions of a like smount in two markets whose price mowe up 

end down tozether by approximately the same amounts. The two 

transaction are a purchase and a sale, If one cen find any two 

commodity price-series move together, he can accomplish the 

objective of hedging. In practice, it is virtually impossible * - 

to find two different commodity price series that move together 

so closely that they can be used for price protection. For this 

reason traders in severel commodity fields have orgsnized future 

markets to serve the purpose. There are two kinds of hedging 

relevant to purchasing agents. 

(1) A hedge egainst 2 long spot position ;: 

In such 4 case the company needing price protection has actual 

materials in hand and will suffer « loss if the price declines before the 

materials are used and finished product sold. Such an inventory - or "long 

position" ~- can be protected pricewise by selling an equal quantity of the 

commodity in the future market. Then as the materials ore processed and 

 



  

finished products sold, future contracts ere bought in equivalent quantities. 

(2) A hedge aeninst o short spot position ; 

Here the hedging company sells finished goods at a fixed price 

for delivery =t some future date without having the required raw materials 

on hand, In order to protect itself aminst the possibility of the price of 

raw materials odvancing before it can be bought, the company purchases future 

contract to the extent of its raw materials needs, Then when suitable raw 

naterialf is found, the company ag&is its future contrscts, 

(d) Rupee - Averaging : 

One form of purchasing policy in which the amount purchased is a 

function of price is called "Rupee averaging" P29 2 This policy 

suggest that 2t each purchosing opportunity a fixed amount should 

be spent regerdless of the price, The pr®pose of this policy is to 

free the purchaser from having to make a forecast of future price 

movements and to average down the mean price of the stock held, as 

more ond more purchases are made, It accomplishes the later 

result by lecding to the purchase of relatively few units when the 

price is high ond relatively mony units when the price is low, 

1.6. Relative Merits of Different Purchzsing Practices : 

Different purchasing policies ore suitable in different situations. 

When materials can be obteined readily hand to mouth buying policy is a good



one, Hand to mouth policy is 2lso suitable when price of the commodity to be 

purchased is deelining or when company is introducing new production methods. 

ten price is decreasing it is profitable to purchase later and so one should 

not purchase more than the minimum requirement. 

In normel situction, of course, there is a lead time in getting the 

meterial and forward buying is usually practiced. 

Hedging can be practiced only for Selected raw materials, It 

protects the buyer from the risks of price flactwtion. 

Rupee averaging reduces the exnected unit cost of purchasing.. Under 

this policy the purch7ser need not make ony price forecast but spentka fixed 

amount towerds purchesing in every period. This policy will automatically 

lead to buying more when price is less and less when price is more. 

1647 e A Conceptuol Framework for an Intezrated Theory of Purchasing : 

As we can see none of the above methods is suitable in a situstion 

where objectives of purchasins department are related to these of other 

functional departments of the ore-nization. All the functional departments 

are interrelated with each other. As Forrester pointbut "the behoviour of 

the system results from the interactions of its components parts, The 

intersections ore often more inport-nt than the pieces taken sevarately". 

Hence, there is a need for integrated purchasing system.



The @lements of an integrated purchasing system should minimally 

consists of the following. 

(2) Allocation of working copital for purchasing purposes. 

(b) Identification of purchasing objectives and goals, 

(c) Identificetion of all constraints environmental or otherwise. 

These may be supply limitations, trade cycles and Government 

regulations. 

(a) A forecasting subsystem in order to predict the future price 

behaviour, 

(e) A good commumicetion system in order to remove any behavioural 

problem between people belonging to verious departments. 

These areas ere agein highlighted in chapter - 6 where we discuss the 

implementation problem of our models, 

/ 
1.38, Scope of this Dissert>tion : 

In this dissertation we have critically reviewed the existing 

Puarehowing Polk 

models of purchosing and tried to develop realisticAspecially suitable to 

Indian conditions. In particular, we have developed models which consider 

price trend and flactuntion. Also we have developed an intesrated model 

which simulteneously determines the purchase, production and workforce 

requirements in the form of decision rules. One of these models has been 

 



  

applied to Jute ond Cotton purcmsing situation (Chapter - 5). In the 

end we have provided © conceptual fremewark for an intesrated purchasing 

system. One normally would like to validate this conceptual framework, 

However, becouse of limitation on availability of data and the complexities 

involved, the validation of the conceptual fremework is beyond the scope of 

this disserto tion, 

 


